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history of the greatest battle of world war ii a defining moment in the struggle on the eastern front which has
been called the verdun of world war ii with its unique combination of primary sources and historical narrative
this volume offers an important perspective on the peak years of the nazi final solution when the jewish
struggle for survival became increasingly desperate the rich set of documents captures the cultural political and
economic diversity of european jewry under assault a unique study of the ww2 culture of germany in its
114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting
about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends a powerful
account of the resistance group made up of german students who opposed nazism written by the sister of two
members who were killed the white rose tells the story of hans scholl and sophie scholl who in 1942 led a
small underground organization of german students and professors to oppose the atrocities committed by hitler
and the nazi party they named their group the white rose and they distributed leaflets denouncing the nazi
regime sophie hans and a third student were caught and executed written by inge scholl han s and sophie s
sister the white rose features letters diary excerpts photographs of hans and sophie transcriptions of the leaflets
and accounts of the trial and execution this is a gripping account of courage and morality a sad and beautiful
book timely and timeless the wall street journal the existence of an organized resistance in germany during
the third reich has often been glossed over or ignored now for the first time this fascinating story told by the
surviving sister of two of the students is available in accurate and readable english library journal after world
war ii more than one hundred books appeared that dealt with the experience of the italian army in russia and
particularly the terrible winter retreat of 1942 1943 few returned i piu non ritornano is the only one of these
that is still regularly reissued in italy eugenio corti who was a twenty one year old second lieutenant at the
time found himself together with 30 000 italians and a smaller contingent of germans encircled on the banks of
the river don by enemy forces who far outnumbered them to break out of this encirclement these men
undertook a desperate march across the snow with constant engagements and in temperatures ranging from 20
to 30 degrees fahrenheit whereas supplies were air dropped to the germans the predicament of the italians was
far more difficult lacking gasoline they were compelled to abandon their vehicles and to proceed without
heavy arms equipment ammunition or provisions even the wounded had to be abandoned though it was well
known that the soldiers of the red army enraged by the brutality of the german invasion killed all the enemy
wounded who fell into their hands after twenty eight days of encirclement only 4 000 of the 30 000 italians
made it out of the pocket why is it that corti s book which was first published in 1947 continues after fifty
years to be reprinted in italy because as mario apollonio of the university of milan said when the book first
appeared it is a chronicle but it is much more than that behind the physical reality there is the truth about man
at his most tragic hour apollonio adds the power of the writing immediately transforms the document into
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drama the result is a novel poem drama history the philosopher benedetto croce found in corti s book the not
infrequent gleam of human goodness and nobility few returned is a classic of war literature that succeeds in
bringing home the full hatefulness of war eugenio corti began writing his diary at a military hospital
immediately after being repatriated from the russian front when in september 1943 italy found itself cut in
two by the armistice corti loyal to his officer s oath joined up with what remained of the italian army in the
south and with those few troops participated in driving the germans off italian soil fighting at the side of the
british eighth and the american fifth armies in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends the author of storm clouds over the pacific 1931 1941 chronicles japan s
dramatic reversal of fortune as allied forces gained advantage during wwii in early 1942 the imperial japanese
army and navy were advancing on all fronts humiliating allied forces throughout the pacific in a matter of
months japan had conquered an area larger than hitler s empire at its apex hawaiians and australians feared a
future under hirohito the fate of half of mankind was hanging in the balance but by the end of 1943 the tables
had turned entirely the american led military machine had kicked into gear and the japanese were fighting a
defensive battle along a frontline that crossed thousands of miles of land and sea in japan runs wild 1942 1943
historian peter harmsen details the astonishing transformation that took place in that period setting the allies on
a path to ultimate victory over japan the second installment of peter harmsen s three part history japan runs
wild 1942 1943 continues his comprehensive chronicle of the pacific theater during the second world war
giving due emphasis to the japanese american struggle harmsen also sheds light on the other peoples involved
including the british australians soviets filipinos indians and koreans above all the central importance of china is
highlighted in a way that no previous general history of the war against japan has achieved a unique chronicle
of the war from the perspective of a sensitive twenty four year old sergeant who wrote for the army s in
house paper yank the army weekly and a tale of the south pacific that will not soon be forgotten correspondent
mack morriss reluctantly left his diary in the honolulu yank office in july 1943 here is contained an account of
the past eight and one half months he wrote in his last entry a period which i shall never forget the next
morning he was on a plane headed back to the south pacific and the new georgia battleground morriss was
working out of the press camp at spa belgium in january 1945 when he learned that the diary he had kept in
the south pacific had arrived in a plain brown wrapper at the new york office he was so happy to know that
this impossible thing had happened he wrote to his wife that he helped two friends murder a quart of scotch
what was preserved and appears in print here for the first time is a unique chronicle of the war in the south
pacific from the perspective of a sensitive twenty four year old sergeant this is an intensely personal account
reporting the war from the ridge known as the sea horse on guadalcanal from the bars and dance halls of
auckland to a b 17 flying through the moonlit night to bomb japanese installations on bougainville morriss
thought deeply and wrote movingly about everything connected with the war the sordiness and heroism the
competence and ineptitude of leaders the strange mixture of constant complaint and steady courage of ordinary
gis friendships formed under combat stress and above all what he perceived to be his own indecisiveness and
weaknesses ronnie day introduces morriss s diary and illuminates the work with extensive notes based on
private papers government documents travel in the solomon islands and the recollections of men mentioned in
the diary in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse
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digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital
events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends in november 1942 in a devastating counter attack from outside the city soviet forces smashed the
german siege and encircled stalingrad trapping some 290 000 soldiers of the 6th army inside for almost three
months during the harshest part of the russian winter the german troops endured atrocious conditions freezing
cold and reliant on dwindling food supplies from luftwaffe air drops thousands died from starvation frostbite or
infection if not from the fighting itself this important work reconstructs the grim fate of the 6th army in full
for the first time by examining the little known story of the field hospitals and central dressing stations the
author has trawled through hundreds of previously unpublished reports interviews diaries and newspaper
accounts to reveal the experiences of soldiers of all ranks from simple soldiers to generals the book includes first
hand accounts of soldiers who were wounded or fell ill and were flown out of the encirclement as well as
those who fought to the bitter end and were taken prisoner by the soviets they reflect on the severity of the
fighting and reveal the slowly ebbing hopes for survival together they provide an illuminating and tragic
portrait of the appalling events at stalingrad in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends this book details the astonishing transformation that took place from 1942 to
1943 setting the allies on a path to final victory against japan in its 114th year billboard remains the world s
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming
media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming
media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends the battle of stalingrad was not only the psychological
turning point of world war ii it also changed the face of modern warfare from antony beevor the
internationally bestselling author of d day and the battle of arnhem in august 1942 hitler s huge sixth army
reached the city that bore stalin s name in the five month siege that followed the russians fought to hold
stalingrad at any cost then in an astonishing reversal encircled and trapped their nazi enemy this battle for the
ruins of a city cost more than a million lives stalingrad conveys the experience of soldiers on both sides fighting
in inhuman conditions and of civilians trapped on an urban battlefield antony beevor has itnerviewed
survivors and discovered completely new material in a wide range of german and soviet archives including
prisoner interrogations and reports of desertions and executions as a story of cruelty courage and human
suffering stalingrad is unprecedented and unforgettable historians and reviewers worldwide have hailed
antony beevor s magisterial stalingrad as the definitive account of world war ii s most harrowing battle in late
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1942 hitler s forces advanced far into the caucasus in the southern soviet union in one of the most ambitious
offensives of the second world war but this extraordinary episode is often forgotten it is overshadowed by the
disastrous german attack on stalingrad which took place at the same time using over 150 wartime photographs
anthony tucker jones gives the reader a graphic concise introduction to this remarkable but neglected
campaign on the eastern front operation edelweiss was designed to seize the oil fields of maikop baku and
grozny seen by some as a wholly unnecessary diversion of resources from the critical confrontation at
stalingrad the assault on the caucasus aimed to secure oil supplies for the germans and deny them to the soviets
as this memorable selection of photographs shows the werhmacht came close to success their forces advanced
almost as far as grozny famously raising the nazi flag over mount elbrus the highest peak in the region before
they were compelled into a hurried withdrawal by the rapid deterioration of the german position elsewhere
on the eastern front historians consider the battle of rzhev one of the bloodiest in the history of the great
patriotic war and zhukov s greatest defeat veterans called this colossal battle which continued for a total of 15
months the rzhev slaughterhouse or the massacre while the german generals named this city the cornerstone
of the eastern front and the gateway to berlin by their territorial scale number of participating troops length
and casualties the military operations in the area of the rzhev viaz ma salient are not only comparable to the
stalingrad battle but to a great extent surpass it the total losses of the red army around rzhev amounted to 2 000
000 men the wehrmacht s total losses are still unknown precisely to the present day why was one of the
greatest battles of the second world war consigned to oblivion in the soviet union why were the forces of the
german army group center in the rzhev viaz ma salient not encircled and destroyed whose fault is it that the
german forces were able to withdraw from a pocket that was never fully sealed indeed are there justifications
for blaming this lost victory on g k zhukov in this book which has been recognized in russia as one of the best
domestic studies of the rzhev battle answers to all these questions have been given the author svetlana
gerasimova has lived and worked amidst the still extant signs of this colossal battle the tens of thousands of
unmarked graves and the now silent bunkers and pillboxes and has dedicated herself to the study of its history
svetlana aleksandrovna gerasimova is a historian and museum official after graduating from leningrad state
university with a history degree she worked in the urals as a middle school history teacher before moving to
tver where she taught a number of courses in history and local history and about museum work and leading
excursions in the tver school of culture she earned her ph d in history from tver state university in 2002 for
more than 20 years s a gerasimova has been working in the tver state consolidated museum and is the creator
and co creator of a many displays and exhibits in the branches of the museum and in municipal and
institutional museums of the tver oblast recent museum exhibits that she has created include the battle of
rzhev 1942 1943 and the fatal forties toropets district in the years of the great patriotic war she has led
approximately 20 historical and folklore ethnographic expeditions in the area of tver oblast and is the author of
numerous articles in such journals as voprosy istorii questions of history voenno istoricheskii arkhiv military
history archive voenno istoricheskii zhurnal journal of military history and zhivaia starina the living past and
of other publications in 2009 she served as a featured consultant to a russian ntv television documentary about
the battle of rzhev which quickly became controversial for its very frank discussion of the campaign stuart
britton is a freelance translator and editor residing in cedar rapids iowa he has been responsible for making a
growing number of russian titles available to readers of the english language consisting primarily of memoirs
by red army veterans and recent historical research concerning the eastern front of the second world war and
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soviet air operations in the korean war notable recent titles include valeriy zamulin s award winning
demolishing the myth the tank battle at prokhorovka kursk july 1943 an operational narrative helion 2011
boris gorbachevsky s through the maelstrom a red army soldier s war on the eastern front 1942 45 university
press of kansas 2008 and yuri sutiagin s and igor seidov s mig menace over korea the story of soviet fighter ace
nikolai sutiagin pen sword aviation 2009 future books will include svetlana gerasimova s analysis of the
prolonged and savage fighting against army group center in 1942 43 to liberate the city of rzhev and more of
igor seidov s studies of the soviet side of the air war in korea 1951 1953 on february 21 1943 pan american
airways celebrated seaplane the yankee clipper took off from new york s marine air terminal and island
hopped its way across the atlantic ocean arriving at lisbon the following evening it crashed in the tagus river
killing twenty four of its thirty nine passengers and crew americans in a world at war traces the backstories of
seven worldly americans aboard that plane their personal histories their politics and the paths that led them
toward war combat soldiers made up only a small fraction of the millions of americans both in and out of
uniform who scattered across six continents during the second world war this book uncovers a surprising
history of american noncombatants abroad in the years leading into the twentieth century s most consequential
conflict long before gis began storming beaches and liberating towns americans had forged extensive political
economic and personal ties to other parts of the world these deep and sometimes contradictory engagements
which preceded the bombing of pearl harbor would shape and in turn be transformed by the us war effort as
the yankee clipper s passengers travels take them from ukraine france spain panama cuba and the philippines
to java india australia britain egypt the soviet union and the belgian congo among other hot spots their
movements defy simple boundaries between home front and war front and upend conventional american
narratives about world war ii in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends based on an unparalleled access to russian archival sources and going far
beyond the military aspects of other historical works glantz s book is a testament to the nearly two million
russians who lost their lives during the battle for leningrad 90 illustrations 16 maps winner of the pulitzer
prize and new york times bestseller in the first volume of his monumental trilogy about the liberation of
europe in world war ii pulitzer prize winner rick atkinson tells the riveting story of the war in north africa
the liberation of europe and the destruction of the third reich is a story of courage and enduring triumph of
calamity and miscalculation in this first volume of the liberation trilogy rick atkinson shows why no modern
reader can understand the ultimate victory of the allied powers without a grasp of the great drama that
unfolded in north africa in 1942 and 1943 that first year of the allied war was a pivotal point in american
history the moment when the united states began to act like a great power beginning with the daring
amphibious invasion in november 1942 an army at dawn follows the american and british armies as they fight
the french in morocco and algeria and then take on the germans and italians in tunisia battle by battle an
inexperienced and sometimes poorly led army gradually becomes a superb fighting force central to the tale are
the extraordinary but fallible commanders who come to dominate the battlefield eisenhower patton bradley
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montgomery and rommel brilliantly researched rich with new material and vivid insights atkinson s narrative
provides the definitive history of the war in north africa in its 114th year billboard remains the world s
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming
media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends to defeat your enemies you must know them well in
wartime however enemy codemakers make that task much more difficult if you cannot break their codes and
read their messages you may discover too late the enemy s intentions that s why codebreakers were
considered such a crucial weapon during world war ii in secret messages david alvarez provides the first
comprehensive analysis of the impact of decoded radio messages signals intelligence upon american foreign
policy and strategy from 1930 to 1945 he presents the most complete account to date of the u s army s top
secret signal intelligence service sis its creation its struggles its rapid wartime growth and its contributions to
the war effort alvarez reveals the inner workings of the sis precursor of today s nsa and the codebreaking
process and explains how sis intercepted deciphered and analyzed encoded messages from its headquarters at
arlington hall outside washington d c sis grew from a staff of four novice codebreakers to more than 10 000
people stationed around the globe secretly monitoring the communications of not only the axis powers but
dozens of other governments as well and producing a flood of intelligence some of the sis programs were so
clandestine that even the white house unaware of the agency s existence until 1937 was kept uninformed of
them such as the 1943 creation of a super secret program to break soviet codes and ciphers in addition alvarez
brings to light such previously classified operations as the interception of vatican communications and a
comprehensive program to decrypt the communications of our wartime allies he also dispels many of the
myths about the sis s influence on american foreign policy showing that the impact of special intelligence in
the diplomatic sphere was limited by the indifference of the white house constraints within the program itself
and rivalries with other agencies like the fbi drawing upon military and intelligence archives interviews with
retired and active cryptanalysts and over a million pages of cryptologic documents declassified in 1996 alvarez
illuminates this dark corner of intelligence history and expands our understanding of its role in and
contributions to the american effort in world war ii the first account of the naval battles that constituted the
solomons campaign from the beginning to the end no mission too difficult no sacrifice too great duty first for
almost a century from the western front of world war i to the deserts of iraq this motto has spurred the soldiers
who wear the shoulder patch bearing the big red one in this first comprehensive history of america s 1st
infantry division james scott wheeler chronicles its major combat engagements and peacetime duties during its
legendary service to the nation the oldest continuously serving division in the u s army the fighting first has
consistently played a crucial role in america s foreign wars it was the first american division to see combat and
achieve victory in world war i and set the standard for discipline training endurance and tactical innovation
one of the few intact divisions between the wars it was the first army unit to train for amphibious warfare
during world war ii the first division spearheaded the invasions of north africa and sicily before leading the
normandy invasion at omaha beach and fighting on through the hurtgen forest the battle of the bulge the ruhr
pocket and deep into germany by war s end it had developed successful combined arms regimental combat
teams and made advances in night operations wheeler describes the first division s critical role in postwar
germany and as the only combat division in europe during the early cold war after returning to the united
states at fort riley kansas the division fought valiantly in vietnam for five trying years successfully protecting
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saigon from major infiltration along highway 13 while pioneering air mobile operations it led the liberation of
kuwait in desert storm and kept an uneasy peace in bosnia and kosovo along the way wheeler illuminates the
division s organizational evolution its consistently remarkable commanders and leaders and its equally
remarkable soldiers meticulously detailed and engagingly written the big red one nimbly combines historical
narrative with astute analysis of the unit s successes and failures so that its story reflects the larger chronicle of
america s military experience over the past century by the time hitler declared war on the soviet union in
1941 he knew that his military machine was running out of fuel in response he launched operation blau a
campaign designed to protect nazi oilfields in romania while securing new ones in the caucasus all that stood in
the way was stalingrad popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world the core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be
better and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better milwaukeeans greeted
the advent of world war ii with the same determination as other americans everyone felt the effect of the war
whether through concern for loved ones in danger longer work hours consumer shortages or participation in
war service organizations and drives men and women workers produced the essential goods necessary for
victory the vehicles weapons munitions and components for all the machinery of war but even in wartime
there were labor conflicts fueled by the sacrifices and tensions of wartime life a city at war focuses on the
experience of working men and women in a community that was not a wartime boom town it looks at the
stands of the cio and the afl against low wartime wages and at women in unionized factories facing the
perceptions and goals of male workers union leaders and society itself here is a social history of wartime
milwaukee and its workers as they laid the groundwork for a secure postwar future
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Stalingrad 1942–1943 2014-10-10

stalingrad is a comprehensive history of the greatest battle of world war ii a defining moment in the struggle
on the eastern front which has been called the verdun of world war ii

Jewish Responses to Persecution 1983-06

with its unique combination of primary sources and historical narrative this volume offers an important
perspective on the peak years of the nazi final solution when the jewish struggle for survival became
increasingly desperate the rich set of documents captures the cultural political and economic diversity of
european jewry under assault

The White Rose 1943-07-31

a unique study of the ww2 culture of germany

Billboard 2012-12-20

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events
brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

The White Rose 1997-05-28

a powerful account of the resistance group made up of german students who opposed nazism written by the
sister of two members who were killed the white rose tells the story of hans scholl and sophie scholl who in
1942 led a small underground organization of german students and professors to oppose the atrocities committed
by hitler and the nazi party they named their group the white rose and they distributed leaflets denouncing
the nazi regime sophie hans and a third student were caught and executed written by inge scholl han s and
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sophie s sister the white rose features letters diary excerpts photographs of hans and sophie transcriptions of the
leaflets and accounts of the trial and execution this is a gripping account of courage and morality a sad and
beautiful book timely and timeless the wall street journal the existence of an organized resistance in germany
during the third reich has often been glossed over or ignored now for the first time this fascinating story told
by the surviving sister of two of the students is available in accurate and readable english library journal

Few Returned 1942-12-19

after world war ii more than one hundred books appeared that dealt with the experience of the italian army in
russia and particularly the terrible winter retreat of 1942 1943 few returned i piu non ritornano is the only
one of these that is still regularly reissued in italy eugenio corti who was a twenty one year old second
lieutenant at the time found himself together with 30 000 italians and a smaller contingent of germans
encircled on the banks of the river don by enemy forces who far outnumbered them to break out of this
encirclement these men undertook a desperate march across the snow with constant engagements and in
temperatures ranging from 20 to 30 degrees fahrenheit whereas supplies were air dropped to the germans the
predicament of the italians was far more difficult lacking gasoline they were compelled to abandon their
vehicles and to proceed without heavy arms equipment ammunition or provisions even the wounded had to
be abandoned though it was well known that the soldiers of the red army enraged by the brutality of the
german invasion killed all the enemy wounded who fell into their hands after twenty eight days of
encirclement only 4 000 of the 30 000 italians made it out of the pocket why is it that corti s book which was
first published in 1947 continues after fifty years to be reprinted in italy because as mario apollonio of the
university of milan said when the book first appeared it is a chronicle but it is much more than that behind the
physical reality there is the truth about man at his most tragic hour apollonio adds the power of the writing
immediately transforms the document into drama the result is a novel poem drama history the philosopher
benedetto croce found in corti s book the not infrequent gleam of human goodness and nobility few returned is
a classic of war literature that succeeds in bringing home the full hatefulness of war eugenio corti began
writing his diary at a military hospital immediately after being repatriated from the russian front when in
september 1943 italy found itself cut in two by the armistice corti loyal to his officer s oath joined up with
what remained of the italian army in the south and with those few troops participated in driving the germans
off italian soil fighting at the side of the british eighth and the american fifth armies

Billboard 2020-05-12

in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events
brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Japan Runs Wild, 1942–1943 2021-12-14

the author of storm clouds over the pacific 1931 1941 chronicles japan s dramatic reversal of fortune as allied
forces gained advantage during wwii in early 1942 the imperial japanese army and navy were advancing on
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all fronts humiliating allied forces throughout the pacific in a matter of months japan had conquered an area
larger than hitler s empire at its apex hawaiians and australians feared a future under hirohito the fate of half of
mankind was hanging in the balance but by the end of 1943 the tables had turned entirely the american led
military machine had kicked into gear and the japanese were fighting a defensive battle along a frontline that
crossed thousands of miles of land and sea in japan runs wild 1942 1943 historian peter harmsen details the
astonishing transformation that took place in that period setting the allies on a path to ultimate victory over
japan the second installment of peter harmsen s three part history japan runs wild 1942 1943 continues his
comprehensive chronicle of the pacific theater during the second world war giving due emphasis to the
japanese american struggle harmsen also sheds light on the other peoples involved including the british
australians soviets filipinos indians and koreans above all the central importance of china is highlighted in a
way that no previous general history of the war against japan has achieved

South Pacific Diary, 1942-1943 1944-09-16

a unique chronicle of the war from the perspective of a sensitive twenty four year old sergeant who wrote for
the army s in house paper yank the army weekly and a tale of the south pacific that will not soon be forgotten
correspondent mack morriss reluctantly left his diary in the honolulu yank office in july 1943 here is
contained an account of the past eight and one half months he wrote in his last entry a period which i shall
never forget the next morning he was on a plane headed back to the south pacific and the new georgia
battleground morriss was working out of the press camp at spa belgium in january 1945 when he learned that
the diary he had kept in the south pacific had arrived in a plain brown wrapper at the new york office he was
so happy to know that this impossible thing had happened he wrote to his wife that he helped two friends
murder a quart of scotch what was preserved and appears in print here for the first time is a unique chronicle
of the war in the south pacific from the perspective of a sensitive twenty four year old sergeant this is an
intensely personal account reporting the war from the ridge known as the sea horse on guadalcanal from the
bars and dance halls of auckland to a b 17 flying through the moonlit night to bomb japanese installations on
bougainville morriss thought deeply and wrote movingly about everything connected with the war the
sordiness and heroism the competence and ineptitude of leaders the strange mixture of constant complaint and
steady courage of ordinary gis friendships formed under combat stress and above all what he perceived to be
his own indecisiveness and weaknesses ronnie day introduces morriss s diary and illuminates the work with
extensive notes based on private papers government documents travel in the solomon islands and the
recollections of men mentioned in the diary
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Survivors of Stalingrad 1941

in november 1942 in a devastating counter attack from outside the city soviet forces smashed the german siege
and encircled stalingrad trapping some 290 000 soldiers of the 6th army inside for almost three months during
the harshest part of the russian winter the german troops endured atrocious conditions freezing cold and reliant
on dwindling food supplies from luftwaffe air drops thousands died from starvation frostbite or infection if not
from the fighting itself this important work reconstructs the grim fate of the 6th army in full for the first time
by examining the little known story of the field hospitals and central dressing stations the author has trawled
through hundreds of previously unpublished reports interviews diaries and newspaper accounts to reveal the
experiences of soldiers of all ranks from simple soldiers to generals the book includes first hand accounts of
soldiers who were wounded or fell ill and were flown out of the encirclement as well as those who fought to
the bitter end and were taken prisoner by the soviets they reflect on the severity of the fighting and reveal
the slowly ebbing hopes for survival together they provide an illuminating and tragic portrait of the appalling
events at stalingrad
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this book details the astonishing transformation that took place from 1942 to 1943 setting the allies on a path to
final victory against japan
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the battle of stalingrad was not only the psychological turning point of world war ii it also changed the face of
modern warfare from antony beevor the internationally bestselling author of d day and the battle of arnhem in
august 1942 hitler s huge sixth army reached the city that bore stalin s name in the five month siege that
followed the russians fought to hold stalingrad at any cost then in an astonishing reversal encircled and trapped
their nazi enemy this battle for the ruins of a city cost more than a million lives stalingrad conveys the
experience of soldiers on both sides fighting in inhuman conditions and of civilians trapped on an urban
battlefield antony beevor has itnerviewed survivors and discovered completely new material in a wide range
of german and soviet archives including prisoner interrogations and reports of desertions and executions as a
story of cruelty courage and human suffering stalingrad is unprecedented and unforgettable historians and
reviewers worldwide have hailed antony beevor s magisterial stalingrad as the definitive account of world
war ii s most harrowing battle
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in late 1942 hitler s forces advanced far into the caucasus in the southern soviet union in one of the most
ambitious offensives of the second world war but this extraordinary episode is often forgotten it is
overshadowed by the disastrous german attack on stalingrad which took place at the same time using over 150
wartime photographs anthony tucker jones gives the reader a graphic concise introduction to this remarkable
but neglected campaign on the eastern front operation edelweiss was designed to seize the oil fields of maikop
baku and grozny seen by some as a wholly unnecessary diversion of resources from the critical confrontation at
stalingrad the assault on the caucasus aimed to secure oil supplies for the germans and deny them to the soviets
as this memorable selection of photographs shows the werhmacht came close to success their forces advanced
almost as far as grozny famously raising the nazi flag over mount elbrus the highest peak in the region before
they were compelled into a hurried withdrawal by the rapid deterioration of the german position elsewhere
on the eastern front
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historians consider the battle of rzhev one of the bloodiest in the history of the great patriotic war and zhukov s
greatest defeat veterans called this colossal battle which continued for a total of 15 months the rzhev
slaughterhouse or the massacre while the german generals named this city the cornerstone of the eastern front
and the gateway to berlin by their territorial scale number of participating troops length and casualties the
military operations in the area of the rzhev viaz ma salient are not only comparable to the stalingrad battle but
to a great extent surpass it the total losses of the red army around rzhev amounted to 2 000 000 men the
wehrmacht s total losses are still unknown precisely to the present day why was one of the greatest battles of
the second world war consigned to oblivion in the soviet union why were the forces of the german army
group center in the rzhev viaz ma salient not encircled and destroyed whose fault is it that the german forces
were able to withdraw from a pocket that was never fully sealed indeed are there justifications for blaming
this lost victory on g k zhukov in this book which has been recognized in russia as one of the best domestic
studies of the rzhev battle answers to all these questions have been given the author svetlana gerasimova has
lived and worked amidst the still extant signs of this colossal battle the tens of thousands of unmarked graves
and the now silent bunkers and pillboxes and has dedicated herself to the study of its history svetlana
aleksandrovna gerasimova is a historian and museum official after graduating from leningrad state university
with a history degree she worked in the urals as a middle school history teacher before moving to tver where
she taught a number of courses in history and local history and about museum work and leading excursions in
the tver school of culture she earned her ph d in history from tver state university in 2002 for more than 20
years s a gerasimova has been working in the tver state consolidated museum and is the creator and co creator
of a many displays and exhibits in the branches of the museum and in municipal and institutional museums of
the tver oblast recent museum exhibits that she has created include the battle of rzhev 1942 1943 and the fatal
forties toropets district in the years of the great patriotic war she has led approximately 20 historical and
folklore ethnographic expeditions in the area of tver oblast and is the author of numerous articles in such
journals as voprosy istorii questions of history voenno istoricheskii arkhiv military history archive voenno
istoricheskii zhurnal journal of military history and zhivaia starina the living past and of other publications in
2009 she served as a featured consultant to a russian ntv television documentary about the battle of rzhev
which quickly became controversial for its very frank discussion of the campaign stuart britton is a freelance
translator and editor residing in cedar rapids iowa he has been responsible for making a growing number of
russian titles available to readers of the english language consisting primarily of memoirs by red army veterans
and recent historical research concerning the eastern front of the second world war and soviet air operations in
the korean war notable recent titles include valeriy zamulin s award winning demolishing the myth the tank
battle at prokhorovka kursk july 1943 an operational narrative helion 2011 boris gorbachevsky s through the
maelstrom a red army soldier s war on the eastern front 1942 45 university press of kansas 2008 and yuri
sutiagin s and igor seidov s mig menace over korea the story of soviet fighter ace nikolai sutiagin pen sword
aviation 2009 future books will include svetlana gerasimova s analysis of the prolonged and savage fighting
against army group center in 1942 43 to liberate the city of rzhev and more of igor seidov s studies of the
soviet side of the air war in korea 1951 1953
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on february 21 1943 pan american airways celebrated seaplane the yankee clipper took off from new york s
marine air terminal and island hopped its way across the atlantic ocean arriving at lisbon the following evening
it crashed in the tagus river killing twenty four of its thirty nine passengers and crew americans in a world at
war traces the backstories of seven worldly americans aboard that plane their personal histories their politics
and the paths that led them toward war combat soldiers made up only a small fraction of the millions of
americans both in and out of uniform who scattered across six continents during the second world war this
book uncovers a surprising history of american noncombatants abroad in the years leading into the twentieth
century s most consequential conflict long before gis began storming beaches and liberating towns americans
had forged extensive political economic and personal ties to other parts of the world these deep and sometimes
contradictory engagements which preceded the bombing of pearl harbor would shape and in turn be
transformed by the us war effort as the yankee clipper s passengers travels take them from ukraine france
spain panama cuba and the philippines to java india australia britain egypt the soviet union and the belgian
congo among other hot spots their movements defy simple boundaries between home front and war front and
upend conventional american narratives about world war ii
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based on an unparalleled access to russian archival sources and going far beyond the military aspects of other
historical works glantz s book is a testament to the nearly two million russians who lost their lives during the
battle for leningrad 90 illustrations 16 maps
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winner of the pulitzer prize and new york times bestseller in the first volume of his monumental trilogy
about the liberation of europe in world war ii pulitzer prize winner rick atkinson tells the riveting story of the
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war in north africa the liberation of europe and the destruction of the third reich is a story of courage and
enduring triumph of calamity and miscalculation in this first volume of the liberation trilogy rick atkinson
shows why no modern reader can understand the ultimate victory of the allied powers without a grasp of the
great drama that unfolded in north africa in 1942 and 1943 that first year of the allied war was a pivotal point
in american history the moment when the united states began to act like a great power beginning with the
daring amphibious invasion in november 1942 an army at dawn follows the american and british armies as
they fight the french in morocco and algeria and then take on the germans and italians in tunisia battle by
battle an inexperienced and sometimes poorly led army gradually becomes a superb fighting force central to
the tale are the extraordinary but fallible commanders who come to dominate the battlefield eisenhower patton
bradley montgomery and rommel brilliantly researched rich with new material and vivid insights atkinson s
narrative provides the definitive history of the war in north africa
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to defeat your enemies you must know them well in wartime however enemy codemakers make that task
much more difficult if you cannot break their codes and read their messages you may discover too late the
enemy s intentions that s why codebreakers were considered such a crucial weapon during world war ii in
secret messages david alvarez provides the first comprehensive analysis of the impact of decoded radio
messages signals intelligence upon american foreign policy and strategy from 1930 to 1945 he presents the most
complete account to date of the u s army s top secret signal intelligence service sis its creation its struggles its
rapid wartime growth and its contributions to the war effort alvarez reveals the inner workings of the sis
precursor of today s nsa and the codebreaking process and explains how sis intercepted deciphered and
analyzed encoded messages from its headquarters at arlington hall outside washington d c sis grew from a staff
of four novice codebreakers to more than 10 000 people stationed around the globe secretly monitoring the
communications of not only the axis powers but dozens of other governments as well and producing a flood of
intelligence some of the sis programs were so clandestine that even the white house unaware of the agency s
existence until 1937 was kept uninformed of them such as the 1943 creation of a super secret program to break
soviet codes and ciphers in addition alvarez brings to light such previously classified operations as the
interception of vatican communications and a comprehensive program to decrypt the communications of our
wartime allies he also dispels many of the myths about the sis s influence on american foreign policy showing
that the impact of special intelligence in the diplomatic sphere was limited by the indifference of the white
house constraints within the program itself and rivalries with other agencies like the fbi drawing upon
military and intelligence archives interviews with retired and active cryptanalysts and over a million pages of
cryptologic documents declassified in 1996 alvarez illuminates this dark corner of intelligence history and
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expands our understanding of its role in and contributions to the american effort in world war ii

The Battle for Leningrad 2007-05-15

the first account of the naval battles that constituted the solomons campaign from the beginning to the end

An Army at Dawn 1942-11-14

no mission too difficult no sacrifice too great duty first for almost a century from the western front of world
war i to the deserts of iraq this motto has spurred the soldiers who wear the shoulder patch bearing the big red
one in this first comprehensive history of america s 1st infantry division james scott wheeler chronicles its
major combat engagements and peacetime duties during its legendary service to the nation the oldest
continuously serving division in the u s army the fighting first has consistently played a crucial role in america
s foreign wars it was the first american division to see combat and achieve victory in world war i and set the
standard for discipline training endurance and tactical innovation one of the few intact divisions between the
wars it was the first army unit to train for amphibious warfare during world war ii the first division
spearheaded the invasions of north africa and sicily before leading the normandy invasion at omaha beach and
fighting on through the hurtgen forest the battle of the bulge the ruhr pocket and deep into germany by war
s end it had developed successful combined arms regimental combat teams and made advances in night
operations wheeler describes the first division s critical role in postwar germany and as the only combat
division in europe during the early cold war after returning to the united states at fort riley kansas the
division fought valiantly in vietnam for five trying years successfully protecting saigon from major infiltration
along highway 13 while pioneering air mobile operations it led the liberation of kuwait in desert storm and
kept an uneasy peace in bosnia and kosovo along the way wheeler illuminates the division s organizational
evolution its consistently remarkable commanders and leaders and its equally remarkable soldiers meticulously
detailed and engagingly written the big red one nimbly combines historical narrative with astute analysis of
the unit s successes and failures so that its story reflects the larger chronicle of america s military experience
over the past century
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by the time hitler declared war on the soviet union in 1941 he knew that his military machine was running
out of fuel in response he launched operation blau a campaign designed to protect nazi oilfields in romania
while securing new ones in the caucasus all that stood in the way was stalingrad
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popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the
core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it better
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milwaukeeans greeted the advent of world war ii with the same determination as other americans everyone
felt the effect of the war whether through concern for loved ones in danger longer work hours consumer
shortages or participation in war service organizations and drives men and women workers produced the
essential goods necessary for victory the vehicles weapons munitions and components for all the machinery of
war but even in wartime there were labor conflicts fueled by the sacrifices and tensions of wartime life a city
at war focuses on the experience of working men and women in a community that was not a wartime boom
town it looks at the stands of the cio and the afl against low wartime wages and at women in unionized
factories facing the perceptions and goals of male workers union leaders and society itself here is a social history
of wartime milwaukee and its workers as they laid the groundwork for a secure postwar future
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A City At War
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